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Abstract—The emerging smart technologies, while
benefiting customers and companies, also provides ad-
versaries including insiders with powerful tools to affect
the physical world. Using traditional IT systems in
cyber physical systems (CPS) unfortunately provides
potential attackers with many new opportunities to
disrupt the services provided by CPSs. In this paper,
we examine Stuxnet and utilize a system-theoretic ap-
proach taking both physical and cyber components into
account to address the threats posed by Stuxnet. We
show how such approach is capable of identifying cyber
threats geared towards CPSs and provide practical
recommendations that can be utilized by CPS designers
in building a secure CPS.

Index Terms—security of cyber physical systems,
Stuaxnet, CPS

1. INTRODUCTION

THE increased challenges of today’s life such

as energy scarcity, require the integration of

computing intelligence into physical world. Cyber

physical systems (CPS) [1] such as industrial control

systems are examples of such integration where the

effects on physical world are controlled through the

use of smart technologies created by computers [2].

In recent years, most of the computing systems

used in CPSs are based on commercial-of-the-shelf

(COTS) components. COST systems integration not

only provide fine grained level of control but also

improve reliability and lower deployment and opera-

tional costs in comparison to the traditional vendor-

specific proprietary and closed-source systems.

A. Nourian and S. Madnick are with the Massachusetts Institute
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However, the rapid growth of using COTS prod-

ucts and IT-based systems in CPSs, have made CPSs

more available target for attackers [3]. Attackers

can take advantage of vulnerabilities in COTS to

take control of a CPS. With a physical manifesta-

tions in the real world, attacks on CPSs can cause

disruption to physical services or create a national

disaster. As a cyber physical system requires a tight

coupling between the physical and cyber controlling

components, it is crucial to ensure that the system

is secure for all the cyber and physical processes.

Therefore, protecting the CPSs’ against cyber attacks

is of paramount importance.

Traditional IT security methods can be applied to

protect a CPS, such as a critical infrastructure system,

against cyber threats or threats imposed by malicious

insiders. However, due to the unique characteristics

of a CPS, traditional IT security strategies and ap-

proaches are not sufficient enough to address the

security challenges of a CPS [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8].

For example, installing security patches or numerous

system updates that require taking the system offline

is difficult, not economically justifiable, and often

not feasible. Also, new updates or security patches

may create other problems such as in a case where a

nuclear power plant accidentally was shutdown after

a software update [9]. Recently, it has been shown

that attackers can take control of air planes by having

access to Wi-Fi services provided by the planes [10].

Traditionally, industrial control systems were con-

sidered secured as long as they are air-gapped, not

connected to outside world. This notion is not valid

anymore as more and more industrial control systems

are connecting to outside of their perimeter for vari-
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ous reasons such as providing better services similar

to smart grids or updating their softwares. However,

having a direct connection to outside world is not

necessary to make a CPS vulnerable to cyber attacks.

Cases like Stuxnet has shown that even without direct

connections to outside cyber world, cyber physical

systems are still vulnerable.

In this paper, we utilize a system theoretic frame-

work to evaluate and enhance the security of CPSs.

The framework can be used in CPS attack modeling

and threat assessment as well as diagnosis methods

for stealthy attacks against a CPS. We evaluate the

effectiveness of our proposed framework in terms

of finding vulnerabilities and protecting a CPS by

applying it on the Stuxnet case.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 discusses the traditional approaches for

evaluating safety and security in CPSs. In section 3,

we review how Stuxnet works and infects the CPSs.

Section 4 contains a thorough application of proposed

security analysis scheme on Stuxnet. Section 5 sum-

marizes the results of our analysis.

2. RELATED TECHNIQUES FOR SAFETY AND

SECURITY ANALYSIS IN CPS

Traditionally, several approaches are available for

safety analysis in CPS. Among the most popular ones

are Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [11], Failure Mode

and Effects Analysis (FMEA), Hazard Analysis and

Critical Control Points (HACCP), and Hazard and

Operability Study (HAZOP) [11] [12].

Although traditional approaches provide somewhat

effective way to address and analyze the safety and

security of a complex systems, they fail to consider

new issues in modern complex systems such as

numerous interactions among different components,

heterogeneity of the networks, and cyber connec-

tions.

FTA and FEMA methodologies use the decompo-

sition approach on safety and security. One of the

issue of this approach is that it assumes any failure

is the result of a linear chain of undesired events that

are caused from a single random component failure.

However, most security threats in CPS happens when

the system is compromised without any evident fail-

ure. For example, due to lack of authentication for

control parameter modifications, an attacker is able to

modify the control parameters within the safe range.

In this case, no failure happens but the system’s

security is compromised.

Another issue with the traditional approaches is

that they consider safety or security as a reliability

issue. For example, they consider an absence of

failure in systems as a sign of safe or secure system.

However, they system can be under attack without

any sign of component or system failure [13].

Furthermore, none of these traditional techniques

are geared towards addressing the security of a CPS

since they consider individual components but not

the interaction among components in addressing the

safety of a CPS. In addition, since these approaches

are mainly designed for safety analysis, they can not

be used effectively to address the security concerns in

a CPS as safety and security are different in nature.

A system may be safe but not secure. For example.

a system can allow unauthorized modifications of

the control parameters within the safe range, creating

undesirable output.

Recently, a new system based approach,

Systems Theoretic Accident Model and Process

(STAMP) [13] has been introduced to address

the need for an effective approach for addressing

security in complex systems such as a CPS.

A. System Theoretical Accident Model and Process

(STAMP)

The System Theoretical Accident Model and Pro-

cess (STAMP) is a new system-based approach to

safety and security. Figure 1 shows the STAMP

model modules. The fundamental differences be-

tween STAMP and other traditional approaches is

that STAMP looks at systems as dynamic systems

rather than static and consider safety and security of

a system as a control problem not a reliability issue.

According to STAMP, the individual components

inside a system require control by enforcing a set

of constraints. STAMP assumes that the inadequate

enforcement of the required constraints in all levels
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Figure 1: Modules of STAMP model [13]

including design and development can lead to a

failure or an accident. Any undesired events that

lead to system failure without component failure or

miss interactions among components are called an

accident in STAMP.

STAMP analyzes the hierarchical control structure

by monitoring how the contextual control structures

(i.e. all control structures in different system levels)

interact to have a safe and secure state. STAMP anal-

ysis helps in finding the mitigations of the detected

unsafe state, control loops, and their interactions,

which were not possible in the traditional approaches.

Having a holistic system thinking approach that is

looking at the whole system and interaction among

components rather than just individual isolated com-

ponent, STAMP also not only allows the analysis

of failures and unsafe states but also those that are

related to organizational, cyber, and environmental

failures. STAMP methodology is based on the fol-

lowing three pillars [13]: (i) safety control struc-

ture, (ii) safety constraint, and (iii) process model.

Safety control structure represents the hierarchy of

all control loops in the system from higher levels to

lower levels [13]. Figure 2 shows a standard control

loop with Controller, Actuators, Controlled Process,

and Sensors as its building blocks. A controller runs

the control algorithm for the received commands

from the operator or other controllers. The generated

command signal changes the state of the controlled

Figure 2: Simple Control loop [13]

process in the actuator. After executing the command,

related control variables are sent to the controlled

process by the actuator. The sensors verify the system

state using the measurement variables and send the

result back to the controller. Finally, the controller

compares the system state with the desired state and

determines the subsequent actions.

Safety constraints are used to identify the safe and

unsafe states of a system. They are derived from

hazards that are defined in the system specifications.

The successful design and enforcement of safety con-

straint increases system safety. In STAMP, these con-

straints are used to generate the system requirements

that are mandatory to maintain the system safety.

Causal Analysis based on STAMP (CAST) [13] is

an application of STAMP for accident analysis that

we utilize in this paper for the analysis of Stuxnet.

The core of CAST is to investigate the control

structure dynamics for accident analysis [13]. This

investigation begins by looking at safety constraints

and show how a constraint violation can lead to a

system failure by providing its hierarchical cascading

effects on the overall system control structure.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE STUXNET CASE

Stuxnet was first discovered by the VirusBlock-

Ada company in June 2010 after they received a

request for help from one of their Iranian customers

that their Windows-based system was rebooting with

the famous blue screen. Further investigation of the

problem led to the detection of Stuxnet. Stuxnet
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Figure 3: Stuxnet Attack Process (the numbers indicate the step-number in the attack process)

infected computers all around the world. However,

the majority of the computers were in Iran [14].

In the design of Stuxnet, several complex tech-

niques have been used, making it one of the most

complicated malwares targeting a CPS [15]. The

process of infecting, activating, and launching the

attack was carefully designed and probably had been

tested on similar plant architecture for high degree

of effective impact since Stuxnet did not create

any damage on other infected uranium enrichment

facilties. Figure 3 shows the overall Stuxnet’s attack

vector both before and after activation.

PLCs are responsible for controlling centrifuges

inside a uranium enrichment infrastructure. As each

PLC is configured uniquely, the configuration doc-

umentations are needed for any type of targeted

attacks. In the case of Stuxnet, possible ways of ac-

cessing these documents can be either by an insider,

third party contractors or even snooping malwares

that are designed specifically to gather information
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about an ICS in order to reverse engineer the actual

architecture.

As the targeted uranium enrichment infrastruc-

ture were air-gapped, propagation of Stuxnet was

probably done via an insider whether through a

USB drive or a maintenance laptop. Once the in-

fected USB was connected to the maintenance laptop,

Stuxnet was activated and infected all the network

devices particularly SCADA (supervisory control and

data acquisition) systems, DCS (distributed control

system), and PLCs (program logic controller) , sen-

sors/network adapters firmwares, printers, computers,

database servers, and application servers. As shown

in Figure 3, the original data flow from controllers

to centrifuges was modified by the Stuxnet and these

modification were not detected by security measures

in place.

4. STUXNET CAST ANALYSIS

Traditionally, bottom-up approaches are used to

evaluate the safety of a system. However, as dis-

cussed in Section 2 some hazards and threats were

not identified by standard practices and that caused

the breakdown of most centrifuges. This shows why

applying a linear traditional approach to a non-linear

complex system was not enough. The security of a

nonlinear system is not solely directly proportional

to the security of individual components. Therefore,

a new approach that utilizes a system-thinking ap-

proach such as STAMP is required. The intent of our

analysis is show whether the STAMP methodology,

in particular CAST could have discovered the hazards

that led to the centrifuges break down in the Stuxnet

case. If those hazards were identifiable using STAMP,

its recommended mitigations could have been applied

in the design phase to prevent the same hazards to

happen in the new or current systems. Also, we show

hazards identified by CAST that could not be found

by traditional methodologies such as FMEA. Thus,

our analysis confirms the advantage of applying a

system model in security analysis that can improve

the overall safety and security of complex systems.

In CAST each individual component of a complex

CPS is analyzed in terms of safety to form a safety

perception. Such analysis considers parameters such

as incoming data, its source, and interactions with

other components inside the operational system. The

involved components in the analysis are then linked

together to form larger sub-systems until a complete

system is formed. However, the interactions between

components as depicted in Figure 4 are usually not

considered in other approaches, making them insuf-

ficient to address the security needs of a CPS. Each

link between two components in a loop is labeled

with the first letter(s) of the originating component

followed by the first letter(s) of the terminating

component as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Control loop

In the Stuxnet case the system (i.e. uranium enrich-

ment infrastructure) is operated as follows. The op-

erator may either issue a command to the centrifuges

or other controlling components through SCADA or

load a predefined operation configuration file that

issues the previously defined operations sequences.

Once the requested operation is performed within the

desirable timeframe, the results are sent back to user

for its verification. If the average turn-around time for

the requested operation is delayed, then the system

may go into a hazardous state.

The system allows the operator to either manually

check the correctness of the results or use an auto-

matic verification algorithm that runs a specific simu-

lation for each operation. The algorithm compares the

result of simulation with that of the received results

for verification purposes. The operator is also able to

monitor centrifuges status, PLC’s status, as well as

other users activities.

After the operator or the automatic verification
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module verifies the correctness of the requested

operation, the system automatically resets itself by

performing the required readjustment process for the

next new requested operation or the next operation

in the sequence.

Traditionally, such a system undergoes serious risk

analysis using traditional methodologies such FMEA

to not only find the possible hazards caused by the

specific system design but also implement the recom-

mended mitigations derived from the analysis [16].

The case system probably had followed the same

process as a standard practice recommended for all

uranium enrichment infrastructure.

The user interacts with system using the graphical

user interface that records the user’s commands as

well as showing the user the result of its requested

operations. Figure 4 shows the typical operation loop

in ICS. Lack of properly controlling such a loop

as well as other system-wide loops were the main

reasons that the Stuxnet attack went through as we

show later in this section.

In the Stuxnet case, as described in the previous

section, the interactions among operators, SCADA

systems, PLCs, and sensors were intercepted and

used to launch the malicious operations. As we later

show by analyzing all the control loops within the

system boundary, lack of authentication and result

verification on feedback loops was also evident in the

system architecture that made the system vulnerable

to threats imposed by Stuxnet.

A. System threat identification

As discussed in Section 2, the first step in CAST

is to define the system and hazards related to the

accident. The system is the uranium enrichment

infrastructure controlled by a set of automated tools

such as SCADAs, PLCs, Sensors, and a communica-

tion network.

We define threats by extending the definition of

hazards in STAMP as explained in Section 2 to con-

sider states that are not hazardous but are undesirable

by the users. These states are caused mainly by

attackers who circumvent the security measures to

execute their control actions with parameters within

the safe range. Using the definition of threats and the

Stuxnet case analysis discussed in Section 4, most

of the relevant threats within the studied system’s

boundary are listed in Figure 5. These threats are

identified based on our analysis of missing controls

and the threats posed by Stuxnet. The description of

each threats is as follows:

Figure 5: System Threats

1) The T1 threat of reporting fake results to the

controllers is highly dangerous that can led to is-

suing undesired operations from the controllers

with a physical manifestation. As discussed in

Section 4, the reported fake results to SCADAs

led to not recognizing the actual damages to the

centrifuges by the operators.

2) T2 is the threat where the system executes

the requested operations by Stuxnet rather than

that of the operators. Running centrifuges with

the highest speed and switching their speed to

the lowest speed without considering the speed

requested by SCADA or the operator is an

example such a threat. These threats are not

recognized by the controllers in the system as

such attacks hides the actual situation from the

controllers, imposing another threat- T3.

3) T3 is the threat where malicious operations such

those explained in T2 are concealed from the

process view of controllers such as SCADAs.

Since the design intent of the system was that

always the correct results are available to the

SCADAs, no proper controller verification step

was used in the original design to address such

flaws.

4) T4 is the threat where the whole system was

blind on the actual operations that were hap-

pening within centrifuges. Usually the actual

results are reported by the centrifuge sensors
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Figure 6: System security requirements and constraints

to SCADAs. The original design intent did not

consider result verification and reporting authen-

tication to address this issue.

5) T5, the threat of delayed reporting, was not

directly exploited by Stuxnet but the system was

susceptible to such a threat by Stuxnet as it was

sitting as a middleware between controllers and

physical devices, in this case centrifuges and

were able to delay the reception of results by

SCADAs. This may lead to launching undesired

operations by SCADAs due to lack of results.

B. System Security Constraint and Security Require-

ments

The second step in the CAST analysis is to define

the security constraints based on hierarchical control

systems. Also, security requirements associated to

each security constraints should also be defined to

ensure that the security constraints are not violated.

The security constraints and security requirements of

Stuxnet case is shown in Figure 6

As it is shown in Figure 6, a security constraint is

defined for each identified threat shown in Figure 5.

For example, for T1, the defined security constraint

indicates the receiving of the correct results by the

controllers. As mentioned earlier, failure to enforce

such constraint led to the T1 in the Stuxnet case. The

security requirements that addresses this constraint is

to ensure that always the correct results are reported

to the controllers. Without the correct results, the

operators are blind to the centrifuges status and are

unable to react properly as happened in the Stuxnet

case. Therefore, there is a need for a controller

for result verification from the system level down

to the devices to avoid such threats. This security

requirement was neither included nor enforced in the

original design of the case system.

The centrifuges should spin with a desirable speed

requested by PLCs. Therefore, there is a need for a

controller that checks whether the desired operations

are performed. The security constraint and security

requirement associated with such threat (i.e. T2) is

shown in Figure 6. The ensuring requirements ad-

dresses this threat by making sure that only the legit-

imate operations are performed. Other security con-

straint and requirements for other identified threats

are also shown Figure 6. The system should be able

to identify all operation tampering or communication

tampering to avoid T3 or T4. Addressing these threats

require immediate intervention undesired damage to

the system.

C. System Control Structure

After identifying threats, security constraints and

requirements, the next step is to investigate the

hierarchical control structure of the system for lack

of controls. In the Stuxnet case the physical system

is the uranium enrichment infrastructure that needs
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Figure 7: System components

to be investigated. The critical components of the

case system and their functionalities are shown in

Figure 7. It is noteworthy that there are many other

components. However, we show only the critical

components related to the Stuxnet case.

Figure 8: Hierarchical Internal Control loops

The system can be decomposed into three core

subsystems: the operator subsystem that contains

all the user interfaces, control algorithms, and ver-

ification systems, the control subsystem that con-

tains all SCADAs, PLCs, and device controllers,

and the communication subsystem that contains all

network communications among different entities in

the system.

The system is complex since it contains numerous

components within many layers. Thus, we start by the

first control loop at the top level with the operator

that is shown earlier in Figure 4. This is the operator

control loop that is present in almost all CPS. It

shows how the operator interacts with the system.

The GUI enables operators to request operations such

as centrifuge speed increase, insert initial values,

changes centrifuges or PLCs settings, and capture

the reported results. The GUI sends the requested

commands to SCADA that needs to be preformed.

The verification of the requested operations are sent

back to the user.

The full control loop is referred to by putting

all the labels together. For example, OG-GS-SO-OO

refers to the basic control loop showed in Figure 4.

After showing the top level control structure, the

components within that structure is further decom-

posed. In this paper, as an example, we only decom-

pose one of the critical components in the top level

that is SCADA. Similar process can be applied to

other components as well. The SCADA decompo-

sition in the control structure of the case system is

shown in Figure 8. At this level, SCADA becomes

a controller for the three lower level controlled pro-

cesses: Centrifuge speed controller, Enrichment con-
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Figure 9: Inter layer system decomposition

troller, and the centrifuge sensor controller. The cen-

trifuge speed controller maintain the desired speed of

the centrifuges. The enrichment controller monitors

the level of desired enrichment. The centrifuge sensor

controllers captures the centrifuges sensor data.

Finally, we decompose the above three controllers

to show the interactions among controllers. Figure 9

shows the detailed decomposition of the three critical

controllers. As shown in Figure 9, all of these three

controllers are interacting with each other creating

the final desired operation by the system. Such func-

tional decomposition is critical to identify the lack

of control or inadequate control among the critical

components that interact with each other. The next

step is to investigate the control loops. The main

purpose of analyzing control loops is to find vio-
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Figure 10: CAST Results for the Control Loops

lation of security constraints that may be caused by

other interacting control loops. Based on the overall

control structure and the three decomposition levels

as depicted in Figure 4, 8, and 9, the critical control

loops that are interacting with each other are in the

table shown in Figure 11.

The identified control loops should be investigated

for the factors causing the identified threats as shown

in Figure 5. In CAST there are several classifications

of control loops that can cause unsafe states [13].

Using traditional classifications in CAST and the

control loops in the table shown in Figure 11, the

threats are listed in Table 10.

The key to the design of Stuxnet was that the mal-

ware would be able to interact with the system com-

ponents as a legitimate entity in the systems. Since

the were no component authentication mechanisms in

place as evident in Figure 9, Stuxnet took advantage

of this design flaw in order to launch its malicious

operations. The authentication mechanisms should

be in place among each interacting components of

Figure 11: Critical control loops of the system

Figure 9 to avoid malicious injections of commands

or parameters. Once all the core system components

are infected, Stuxnet then issues malicious operations

from each infected components.

From Figure 9, we can also notice that the ac-

tual sensors results are not passed securely to the

controllers since there is no secure channel between

sensors and controllers. Therefore, the results can

be modified by Stuxnet along the way. There is
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no controller to check the validity of the results.

There can be result verification controller that runs

the simulated version of the requested operation and

compares the received results with that simulated

ones to predicted any tampering with results.

Table 10 shows the 35 threats associated with

the control loops in Figure 11. Detailed analysis

of control loops and their components can reveal

threats that are directly related to the Stuxnet case. 35

potential threats were generated for all the analyzed

control loops that most of them were directly related

to the Stuxnet case. For example, a contributing

factor to T2 can be identified in each of the control

loops that is “lack of input verification associated

with each operation/process”. Similarly, “Lack of re-

sults verification/validation module” is a contributing

factor to T1. This could lead to the situation that

all the received data can be considered trusted and

may have undesired impact on the other interacting

control loops. Our analysis shows that STAMP can

be useful to identify threats in complex systems

that are mainly caused by uncontrolled interactions,

something that is missing in the standard practices

such as FMEA or FTA.

D. Result Discussion

As it is shown in Table 10, 35 threats were iden-

tified based on the analyzed control structure. These

threats can be categorized into the following broad

categories: (i) lack of control in verifying inputs and

outputs for each individual components in the control

loops, (ii) lack of control in verifying the source

command issuer and destination command received,

(iii) lack of control in predicting emerging effects

created by the lower-level or upper-level control

loops, (iv) lack of control in verifying the authenticity

of the software pieces used in system components

such as SCADAs, PLCs, and devices’ firmwares,

and (v) lack of control in creating secure tunnel

for communication between the components in the

network

Although sixteen control loops within the system

boundary were identified, the five loops that are

shown in Figure 11 are the major contributors that

had a direct impact to the identified threats. The com-

bination of the identified threats led to the ultimate

goal of Stuxnet- disrupting the complete uranium

enrichment process. Our CAST analysis found the

threats associated with the involved control loops that

could be utilized to put required measures to avoid

threats imposed by Stuxnet.

As it is shown in Figure 4, the control loop OG-

GS-SO-OO, is the highest control loop in the system

that requires the correct operation result reported to

the operator in order to maintain the correct sequence

of operations. Violation of such constraint can be led

to undesired operations. Therefore, having a result

verification controller can protect the system against

such threat.

As another example, the control loop C3-C3C2-

S5-C20 could not detect the malicious speed request

coming from an authorized source. An analysis of

FMEA could not detect such a threat as a potential

threat because based on such analysis as long as a

sensor is healthy and works properly (getting the

requests and responds to them), the functionality is

not disrupted and hence the system could be consid-

ered safe. However, such a threat could be identified

by CAST and proper mitigations could be placed

accordingly. Operation result verification (ORV) at

lower-levels can be done easily as the number of

involved parties are less in comparison to upper-level

control mechanisms, improving the accuracy of final

results reported to the operators. In addition such

ORV can monitor the physical components’ (such as

sensors) integrity and performance.

Additionally, even with the presence of an OVR,

there is no verification for the sequence of results

reported from lower-level loops to the higher-level

loops in the hierarchical control structure. For ex-

ample, a malware such as Stuxnet can report the

results (fake results) to the higher-level control loops

before the lower-level control loops could verify

the results. Therefore, the higher-control loops take

actions based on the received results that are not the

actual expected results. This is an example of not

defining the appropriate behavior of the system that

makes the process model incomplete and it is one

of the frequent forms of deficiencies that occurs due
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to incomplete process model [13]. To address such

threats, the process model of the controller should

either perform a source verification for any received

results by utilizing a light-weighted public/private

crypto system or use a secure communication tunnel

with its components such as secure socket tunneling

protocol (SSTP).

Our CAST analysis facilitated the process of un-

derstanding a complex control structure such as a

uranium enrichment infrastructure and the relation-

ship among its control loops. As we showed in our

analysis, even though some of the threats were the re-

sult of insufficient access control at lower-level loops,

most of them were the result of inadequate control

over the interactions among the system components

and their associated control loops.

The lesson learned from our CAST analysis can be

used to prevent threats in other CPSs. For example,

cars are becoming more intelligent these days and

numerous components have to interact with each

other to accomplish a task. It is estimated that intel-

ligent cars have as much/more code than a fighter jet

in near future [17]. Attacks like Stuxnet can cause

the car’s motor to overspeed similar to the Iranian

centrifuges, creating a catastrophic event. Therefore,

system designers can utilize the STAMP framework

to identify threats in a complex environment that

runs mostly through complex interactions among its

numerous components.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The design of security for cyber-physical sys-

tems must take into account several characteristics

common to such systems. Among these are interac-

tions between the cyber and physical environment,

distributed management and control, real-time re-

quirements, and geographic distribution. This paper

discusses these characteristics and suggests a design

analysis approach that better integrates security into

the core design of the system. We applied CAST

on a sample case study. Numerous threats were

identified that highlights some of the missing design

requirements pieces needed in the original design

intent to avoid security threats imposed by the studied

case.
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